The Twenty-third (2013) International Ocean and Polar Engineering Conference
June 30-July 5, Anchorage, Alaska, USA

ISOPE Student Forum 2013
Time: 12:30, Tuesday July 2, 2013
Board Room, William Egan Convention Center
(Refreshment will be served during Forum Meeting)

The student forum started at ISOPE-2005 Seoul and is held each year at the Annual ISOPE Conference to promote a more meaningful experience for student attendees. Participation in international conferences like ISOPE contributes to your professional development, and the ISOPE leadership wishes to hear from you how our program might have benefitted you or how it might be improved. We hope you will be able to attend this year’s forum and share your ideas with us.

An industry speaker delivers a short presentation on Real-World Subsea Technology.

Bring Your Input to the Forum

ISOPE Actions Taken in Response to Prior Student Forums (2005–2012)

- For past 3 years Student Forum participants received ISOPE pocket calendars.
- ISOPE office sent ISOPE baggage tags to all 154 registered graduate students in 2013.
- Journal abstracts and selected papers were posted on the ISOPE web site. Hard-copy ISOPE publications have been digitized and made available to student members Two free per year.
- The conference proceedings are express-mailed outside USA) ahead of the conference to those who requested the proceedings (CD-ROM) on the advance registration form.
- PCs and printer on site. [But no one utilized in 2010-2012.]
- Best student papers in recent ISOPE conferences were uploaded in the website.
- www.isope.org webpage layout is improved including SEO.
- TeX or LaTeX template. ISOPE converts journal manuscripts in either WORD or LaTeX to ISOPE journal template in LaTeX. You can submit in any format.
- All ISOPE conference and symposium publications are indexed by EI Compendex and Engineering Index and more.
- All ISOPE-published papers are online available from www.onepetro.org your university library may already subscribing.

Student Advisors

Dr. Stefan Herion, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany
Prof. Harovel Wheat, University of Texas at Austin, Texas, USA,
Senior Student Advisors
Johannes Spinneken (UK), Hidetaka Senga (Japan), R.H. Knapp (USA), Jin S Chung (USA)
ISOPE -2010 Beijing and ISOPE-2011 Maui: Snapshots

Photo 1, 2, 3. Student Forum in Beijing, China, 2010 with Dr. Spinneken and Dr. Herion presiding

Photo 4, 5. Fellowship at Student Forum in Maui, Hawaii, 2011